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ABSTRACT: This contribution to the Dialogue offers a first analysis of the recent initiative to establish 
a Conference on the Future of Europe – discussing whether it can become a new model to reform 
the EU, and if so, how it should be designed to succeed. The contribution examines the technicali-
ties of the EU treaty amendment rules and emphasises the challenge that the need to obtain unan-
imous approval by all Member States poses towards reform. The contribution then assesses the 
increasing tendency by Member States to use international treaties outside the EU legal order and 
underlines how these have introduced new ratification rules, overcoming unanimity. Drawing les-
sons from these precedents, the contribution suggests that to achieve its ambitious reform objec-
tives the Conference on the Future of Europe should consider the option to reform the EU outside 
the EU, by drafting a new, separate treaty with an entry-into-force rule which replaces unanimity 
with a super-majority vote. 
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I. Introduction 

Ahead of the European Parliament (EP) elections in Spring 2019, French President Em-
manuel Macron – who had unveiled in a number of speeches an ambitious plan for a sov-
ereign, united and democratic Europe1 – proposed in an open letter, addressed to all Eu-
ropean citizens and written in all the official languages of the EU, to set up a Conference 
for Europe as a way to renew the EU and to “propose all the changes our political project 
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1 E. MACRON, Speech at Université La Sorbonne, 26 September 2017, www.elysee.fr; E. MACRON, Speech 
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needs”.2 Following the EP elections in May 2019 – which for the first time in the history of 
European integration saw a major increase in citizens’ participation3 – the idea of a Con-
ference on the Future of Europe was taken on board by the new EU leadership team.4 In 
particular, the new European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen committed in 
her political guidelines to establish “a Conference on the Future of Europe”.5 Moreover, 
with Brexit – the withdrawal of the United Kingdom (UK) from the EU – taking place on 31 
January 2020, the plan for a Conference on the Future of Europe was endorsed also by 
the other EU institutions as a way to relaunch the project of European integration, and 
address a number of weaknesses in the EU governance system.6  

The aim of this contribution to the Dialogue is to offer a first analysis of the ambi-
tious plan for a Conference on the Future of Europe. In particular, the contribution dis-
cusses from an EU law perspective whether the Conference can become a new model 
to reform the EU, and if so, how the process should be designed to succeed. As such, 
the contribution focuses on the perspective outcome of the Conference, exploring the 
EU reform mechanisms with a view to identify possible avenues towards further politi-
cal integration in Europe.7 To this end, the contribution analyses the formal legal rules 
for treaty change enshrined in the current TEU, and explains the challenges that these 
pose towards a successful reform of the EU given the veto points embedded in it. At the 
same time, however, the contribution sheds light on the increasing tendency by the 
Member States to conclude inter-se agreements outside the legal order of the EU, and 
examines how this may offer an opportunity to policy-makers involved in the Confer-
ence to overcome obstacles towards reform and make this initiative a success. 

The argument of the contribution is that the Conference on the Future of Europe 
can be an innovative model to reform the EU but that if the Conference wants to suc-
ceed in its ambitious objective, it must address face-on the challenge of treaty change. 

 
2 E. MACRON, Lettre pour une renaissance européenne, 4 March 2019, www.elysee.fr. 
3 European Parliament press release, 2019 European Elections: Record Turnout Driven by Young People, 

24 September 2019, www.europarl.europa.eu (reporting a 50.6 percent turnout for EP elections, which is 
the largest participation increase since 1979). 

4 See European Council statement, European Council appoints new EU leaders, 2 July 2019, press re-
lease 522/19. 

5 U. VON DER LEYEN, A Union that strives for more: My Agenda for Europe. Political Guidelines for the Next 
European Commission 2019-2024, 16 July 2019, ec.europa.eu, p. 19. 

6 See European Parliament resolution P9_TA(2020)0010 of 15 January 2020 on the European Parlia-
ment’s position on the Conference on the Future of Europe; Communication COM(2020) 27 final of 22 
January 2020 from the Commission, Shaping the Conference on the Future of Europe; European Parliament 
resolution P9_TA(2020)0153 of 18 June 2020 on the European Parliament’s position on the Conference on 
the Future of Europe; and Council, Note from the Presidency of 24 June 2020, Conference on the Future of 
Europe: Council Position, Council Document 9102/20, www.consilium.europa.eu. 

7 See further F. FABBRINI, Possible Avenues for Further Political Integration in Europe, study commis-
sioned by the European Parliament Constitutional Affairs Committee, June 2020, from which this contri-
bution draws. 
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https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/political-guidelines-next-commission_en.pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/44679/st09102-en20.pdf
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In fact, the EU treaty amendment rule – by conditioning changes to the EU Treaties to 
the approval by all the Member States meeting in an intergovernmental conference 
(IGC) and unanimous ratification at the national level – represents a formidable obstacle 
to reforming the EU. However, in recent years – particularly in responding to the euro-
crisis – EU Member States have increasingly resorted to inter-se international agree-
ments concluded outside the EU legal order – which have done away with the unanimity 
requirement. And, within limits, this practice has been held to be legal by the CJEU. 
Drawing on this experience, therefore, policy-makers involved in the Conference on the 
Future of Europe should resolve to draft a new treaty – call it Political Compact – with a 
new ratification rule, which replaces the unanimity requirement with a super-majority 
vote: while Member States which have not ratified the new treaty would not be bound 
by it,8 they could not block the Political Compact from entering into force among those 
Member States that wish to advance integration further towards ever closer union.9 

As such the contribution is structured as follows. Section II overviews the positions 
of the EU institutions and Member States on the mandate of the Conference on the fu-
ture of Europe, and outlines its reform ambitions. Section III analyses the formal rules 
for treaty change enshrined in EU primary law, emphasising the requirement of unani-
mous ratification for treaty changes which is set therein – and the vain proposals to 
overcome it. Section IV explains how – given the failure to amend the EU treaty 
amendment rule – Member States have increasingly resorted to inter-se international 
agreements outside the EU legal order to avoid ratification crises. Building on this anal-
ysis, section V suggests that the Conference on the Future of Europe should therefore 
reflect on producing a Political Compact, whose entry into force would be subject to 
less-than-unanimous ratification rules – and offers guideposts that policy-makers could 
consider. Section VI, finally, concludes pointing out that reforming the EU outside the EU 
may be the best option to relaunch the project of EU integration at a time of crisis.  

II. Plans for the Conference on the Future of Europe 

While the debate on the future of Europe is now several years in the making,10 the pro-
posal in favour of a Conference on the Future of Europe is relatively recent: as men-
tioned in the Introduction, the idea was first flouted by French President Emmanuel 
Macron in Spring 2019. Before the EP elections – at a moment of profound restructur-
ing of the party system, with a strong polarization between pro- and anti-European po-
litical forces – President Macron proposed to renew the EU by putting square and cen-
tre the issue of constitutional reforms as a way to unite, strengthen and democratise 

 
8 See also Arts 11-15 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of the Treaties. 
9 See Preamble, TEU. 
10 See Commission, White paper on the Future of Europe, COM(2017) 2025 final of 1 March 2017. 
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the EU and make it a sovereign power in an ever more uncertain world.11 In particular, 
drawing from the French experience of citizens’ conventions,12 President Macron rec-
ommended to convene “with the representatives of the European institutions and the 
Member States, a Conference for Europe in order to propose all the changes our politi-
cal project needs, with an open mind, even to amending the treaties”.13 After the EP 
elections – in light of the positive result of pro-European forces in the pan-European 
electoral process, and a rising enthusiasm for participation in EU affairs – France de-
tailed its plan for a Conference on the Future of Europe and, building on the special re-
lation with Germany,14 took the lead in outlining a common roadmap forward. 

In particular, France and Germany put forward in November 2019 a joint non-paper 
on the Conference on the Future of Europe, outlining key guidelines on the project.15 In 
this document France and Germany indicated their belief that “a Conference on the Fu-
ture of Europe is prompt and necessary”16 and clarified that it “should address all issues 
at stake to guide the future of Europe with a view to make the EU more united and sov-
ereign”.17 In terms of scope, as the Franco-German proposal clarified, “the Conference 
should focus on policies and identify [...] the main reforms to implement as a matter of 
priority, setting out the types of changes to be made (legal – incl. possible treaty change 
[...])”.18 Moreover, the Franco-German proposal indicated that “Institutional issues could 
also be tackled as a cross-cutting issue, to promote democracy and European values 
and to ensure a more efficient functioning of the Union and its Institutions”.19 Finally, in 
terms of scenarios, the Franco-German proposal stated that the Conference should 
work in phases – tackling institutional issues first, and conclude during the French Pres-
idency of the Council in spring 2022 with final “recommendations [to] be presented to 
the [European Council] for debate and implementation”.20 

The proposal in favour of a Conference on the Future of Europe was fully taken on 
board by the new European Commission President von der Leyen. As she pointed out 
when explaining her political guidelines for the 2019-2024 term before the EP on 16 July 
2019 the Conference on the Future of Europe would represent “a new push for Europe-

 
11 E. MACRON, Speech at Université La Sorbonne, cit. 
12 See also French Assemblée Nationale, Commission des Affaires Européennes, Rapport 

d’information sur les conventions démocratique de refondation de l’Europe, no. 482, 7 December 2017. 
13 E. MACRON, Lettre pour une renaissance européenne, cit. 
14 See Treaty on Franco-German Cooperation and Integration (Treaty of Aachen). 
15 See Franco-German non-paper on key questions and guidelines: Conference on the Future of Eu-

rope, 25 November 2019, images.politico.eu. 
16 Ibid., p. 1. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid., p. 2. 

https://images.politico.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Conference-on-the-Future-of-Europe.pdf
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an democracy”.21 In particular, President von der Leyen stated that “The Conference 
should bring together citizens, [...], civil society and European institutions as equal part-
ners [...and] should be well prepared with a clear scope and clear objectives, agreed be-
tween the Parliament, the Council and the Commission”.22 Moreover she indicated her 
readiness to follow up on what is agreed, including via “Treaty change”.23 Subsequently, 
in her mission letter to the Commission Vice-President-designate for Democracy and 
Demography Dubravka Šuica, President von der Leyen emphasised the importance of 
agreeing “on the concept, structure, timing and scope of the Conference” and ensuring 
“the follow-up on what is agreed”.24 In fact, when speaking again in front of the EP on 27 
November 2019, when the whole new Commission was subject to a consent vote,25 
President von der Leyen mentioned once more her ambition to “mobilise Europe’s best 
energies from all parts of our Union, from all institutions, from all walks of life, to en-
gage in the Conference on the future of Europe”.26 These views were subsequently out-
lined in a position paper of the Commission on the Conference on the Future of Europe, 
released on 22 January 2020.27 

Moreover, the proposal for a Conference on the Future of Europe was also strongly 
backed by the EP, which quickly started preparing its position on the matter.28 To this end, 
the EP set up an ad hoc working group (WG), representing all political parties,29 to prepare 
its position on the initiative which was embraced by the full chamber in a resolution 
adopted on 15 January 2020.30 Here the EP underlined how “the number of significant cri-
ses that the Union has undergone demonstrates that reform processes are needed in 
multiple governance areas”31 and therefore welcomed the Conference as an opportunity 
“to increase [the EU] capacity to act and make it more democratic”.32 In terms of structure, 
the EP proposed that the Conference should be based on a range of bodies, including a 
Conference Plenary, a Steering Committee, and an “Executive Coordination Board [to] be 

 
21 U. VON DER LEYEN, A Union that strives for more, cit., p. 19. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid. 
24 U. VON DER LEYEN, Mission Letter to Dubravka Šuica, 10 September 2019, ec.europa.eu, p. 5. 
25 See European Parliament Decision P9_TA(2019)0067 of 27 November 2019 electing the Commission. 
26 U. VON DER LEYEN, Speech at the European Parliament, 27 November 2019, ec.europa.eu, p. 14.  
27 Communication COM(2020)27 final, cit. 
28 See also Chair of the EP Committee on Constitutional Affairs A. TAJANI, Letter to the European Par-

liament President David Sassoli, 15 October 2019 (indicating consensus that the EP should play a leading 
role in the Conference and reporting that AFCO as the competent committee of the EP stands ready to 
start working immediately to prepare the EP position on the matter). 

29 European Parliament Conference on the Future of Europe, Main Outcome of the Working Group, 19 
December 2019, neweuropeans.net. 

30 European Parliament resolution (2020)0010, cit. 
31 Ibid., para. B. 
32 Ibid., para. 2. 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/mission-letter-dubravka-suica_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/speech_19_6408
https://neweuropeans.net/ep-working-group-future-europe-conference
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composed of the three main EU institutions under Parliament’s leadership”.33 In terms of 
scope, then, the EP stated that the Conference should address a “pre-defined but non-
exhaustive” list of issues, including European values, democratic and institutional aspects 
of the EU and some crucial policy areas.34 Nevertheless, the EP clarified that the Confer-
ence should “produce concrete recommendations that will need to be addressed by the 
institutions”,35 and called for “a general commitment from all participants in the Confer-
ence to ensure a proper follow-up of its outcomes”,36 including “initiating treaty change”.37 

The proposal in favour of a Conference on the Future of Europe was also endorsed by 
the European Council, which on 12 December 2019 “considered the idea of a Conference 
on the Future of Europe starting in 2020 and ending in 2022”38 and asked the incoming 
Croatian Presidency of the Council “to work towards defining a Council position on the 
content, scope, composition and functioning of such conference and to engage, on this 
basis, with the [EP] and the Commission”.39 The European Council also underlined that 
the need for the Conference to respect the inter-institutional balance, and to be “an inclu-
sive process, with all Member States involved equally”.40 Moreover, while the European 
Council stated that “priority should be given to implementing the Strategic Agenda”41 and 
that the Conference should therefore “contribute to the developments of our policies”,42 
the new European Council President Charles Michel mentioned that the Conference 
should also serve as a way to change the EU by reforming it where needed.43  

On the basis of the mandate of the European Council, the Council of the EU on 3 
February 2020 put forward a draft common position in favour of the Conference of the 
Future of Europe.44 Here the Council recognised the need to “engaging in a wide reflec-
tion and debate on the challenges Europe is facing and on its long-term future”45 and 
proposed the creation of a light institutional structure, focusing on policy priorities with 
a mandate to report to the European Council by 2022. Subsequently, under pressure 
from the EP,46 the Council of the EU also eventually formalised on 24 June 2020 its posi-

 
33 Ibid., para. 24. 
34 Ibid., para. 7. 
35 Ibid., para. 29. 
36 Ibid., para. 30. 
37 Ibid., para. 31. 
38 European Council Conclusions of 12 December 2019, para. 14. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid., para. 16. 
41 Ibid., para. 15. 
42 Ibid. 
43 See European Parliament press release, Ten Years of the Lisbon Treaty and the Charter of Fundamen-

tal Rights, 18 December 2019, www.europarl.europa.eu. 
44 See Council, Note from the Presidency of 3 February 2020, Conference on the Future of Europe, 

Council Document 6575/20, www.consilium.europa.eu. 
45 Ibid., para. 1. 
46 See European Parliament resolution (2020)0153, cit. 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20191212IPR68922/ten-years-of-the-lisbon-treaty-and-the-charter-of-fundamental-rights
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/register/en/content/out?&typ=ENTRY&i=ADV&DOC_ID=ST-5675-2020-REV-1
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tion on the Conference on the Future of Europe: here the Council acknowledged how 
“reflecting on the challenges the EU is facing and on its future has become all the more 
important following the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic”47 and stated that “[t]he 
Conference does not fall within the scope of Article 48 TEU”.48 

In sum, all the EU institutions have progressively embraced the plan to establish a 
Conference on the Future of Europe. In fact, following the Franco-German non-paper, 
also several other Member States have thrown their support behind this initiative, see-
ing it as the way to let the EU leap forward a decade after the adoption of the Lisbon 
Treaty.49 Admittedly, many issues concerning the institutional organization and the con-
stitutional mandate of the Conference still have to be worked out. In fact, while the EP 
and several Member States individually or jointly have pushed for the Conference to 
have an ambitious remit, with a clear role to revise the EU Treaties, the Council and 
other Member States are more prudent, and would rather want the process to serve as 
a redo of the citizens’ dialogue the EU organised in 2017-2019.50 For this reason, a joint 
resolution of the three main EU institutions is awaited to sort out these issues and set 
the ultimate mission of the Conference. However, the recent Covid-19 health crisis has 
had an impact on the Conference, because the explosion of a global pandemic delayed 
the adoption of this joint resolution. As a result, the originally envisioned date to launch 
the Conference on the Future of Europe, scheduled to take place on Europe’s Day, 9 
May 2020, in Dubrovnik was postponed. 

Yet, Covid-19 has actually made the need for the Conference on the Future of Eu-
rope more needed than ever. As the EP underlined on 17 April 2020 in a broad resolu-
tion outlining its position on the action needed at EU level to combat Covid-19 and its 
consequences, “the pandemic has shown the limits of the Union’s capacity to act deci-
sively and exposed the lack of the Commission’s executive and budgetary powers”.51 As 
a result, the EP stressed that “the Union must be prepared to start an in-depth reflec-
tion on how to become more effective and democratic and that the current crisis only 
heightens the urgency thereof; believes that the planned Conference on the Future of 
Europe is the appropriate forum to do this; is therefore of the opinion that the Confer-
ence needs to be convened as soon as possible and that it has to come forward with 
clear proposals, including by engaging directly with citizens, to bring about a profound 
reform of the Union, making it more effective, united, democratic, sovereign and resili-

 
47 Council Document 9102/20, cit., para. 2. 
48 Ibid., para. 21. 
49 See e.g. Italian non-paper for the Conference on the Future of Europe, 14 February 2020. 
50 Commission, Citizens’ Dialogues and Citizens’ Consultations: Key Conclusions, 30 April 2019, 

ec.europa.eu. 
51 European Parliament resolution P9_TA(2020)0054 of 17 April 2020 on EU coordinated action to 

combat the Covid-19 pandemic and its consequences, para. 69. 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/euco-sibiu-citizensdialogues_en.pdf
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ent”.52 Moreover, EU leaders celebrated Europe’s Day in May 2020 reaffirming their 
conviction that the Conference on the Future of Europe, which “was only delayed due to 
the pandemic, will be essential in developing” ideas to make the EU more transparent 
and more democratic.53 And the centrality of the Conference on the Future of Europe as 
the “opportunity to open a large democratic debate on the European project, its re-
forms and its priorities” was mentioned also in the joint Franco-German initiative for a 
European Recovery from the coronavirus crisis of 18 May 2020.54 All this suggests that 
the Conference on the Future of Europe is being seen by policy-makers as an ambitious 
initiative which should renew in depth the architecture of the EU, like prior similar out-
of-the-box initiatives of the past. 

III. Challenges to reform: the rules on EU treaty amendment 

Nevertheless, if the Conference on the Future of Europe aspires to achieve a relevant re-
form of the EU, it must deal with the rules on treaty change in the EU and the challenges 
they pose. This requires analysing the legal provisions and political options for treaty re-
form in the EU, with the aim to offer guideposts that policy-makers should consider in de-
fining the shape and scope of the Conference. The rules on EU treaty reform are currently 
enshrined in Art. 48 TEU, as modified at last by the Treaty of Lisbon. This provision pre-
sents a number of innovative features.55 Yet, the fundamentals of the treaty revision pro-
cedure in EU law have remained unchanged since the early stages of the process of inte-
gration: Member States must unanimously approve treaty changes and unanimously rati-
fy them.56 As put it today by Art. 48, para. 4, TEU: “A conference of representatives of the 
governments of the Member States shall be convened by the President of the Council for 
the purpose of determining by common accord the amendments to be made to the Trea-
ties. The amendments shall enter into force after being ratified by all the Member States 
in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements”. 

Formally, Art. 48 TEU foresees nowadays two mechanisms to amend the EU Trea-
ties: an ordinary revision procedure, and a simplified one. In both cases, pursuant to 
Art. 48, para. 2, TEU “the Government of any Member State, the European Parliament or 
the Commission may submit proposals for the amendment of the Treaties to the Coun-
cil”, which shall forward these to the European Council. In some cases, however, a less 
burdensome, simplified procedure can be used. In particular, pursuant to Art. 48, para. 
6, TEU, a simplified revision procedure can be resorted to “for revising all or part of the 

 
52 Ibid., para. 72. 
53 See D. SASSOLI, C. MICHEL, U. VON DER LEYEN, Joint Op-ed, 9 May 2020, ec.europa.eu. 
54 See French-German Initiative for the European Recovery from the Coronavirus Crisis, 18 May 2020, 

Pressmitteilung n. 173/20, www.diplomatie.gouv.fr. 
55 See S. PEERS, The Future of EU Treaty Amendments, in Yearbook of European Law, 2012, p. 17 et seq. 
56 See already Art. 96 of the Treaty Establishing the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/AC_20_841
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/coming-to-france/coronavirus-advice-for-foreign-nationals-in-france/coronavirus-statements/article/european-union-french-german-initiative-for-the-european-recovery-from-the
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provisions of Part Three of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union” relat-
ing to the internal policies and actions of the EU (including the internal market and 
competition, agriculture, the area of freedom security and justice and EMU). In this case, 
the European Council – acting by unanimity after consulting the EP and the Commission 
– may adopt a decision amending all or part of the provisions of Part Three of the TFEU, 
which “shall not enter into force until it is approved by the Member States in accord-
ance with their respective constitutional requirements”. However, because Art. 48, para. 
6, TEU explicitly affirms that the simplified revision procedure “shall not increase the 
competences conferred on the Union in the Treaties”, effectively this mechanism can 
only be used in limited cases.57 

As a result, the main mechanism to reform the EU Treaties is the ordinary revision 
procedure, which has codified in EU primary law the so-called convention method, orig-
inally experimented in the process that led to the Treaty establishing a European Con-
stitution.58 According to Art. 48, para. 3, TEU, “if the European Council, after consulting 
the European Parliament and the Commission, adopts by a simple majority a decision 
in favour of examining the proposed amendments, the President of the European 
Council shall convene a Convention composed of representatives of the national Par-
liaments, of the Heads of State or Government of the Member States, of the European 
Parliament and of the Commission”. The Convention shall examine the proposals for 
amendments and shall adopt by consensus a recommendation which is then submitted 
for ultimate consideration to, and approval, by the IGC of Member States’ governments. 
Pursuant to Art. 48, para. 3, TEU the European Council may decide by a simple majority 
“not to convene a Convention should this not be justified by the extent of the proposed 
amendments” – but it must obtain EP consent to do so: hence the EP can insist on call-
ing a Convention to examine proposals for revisions to the EU Treaties.59 

Art. 48 TEU therefore puts in place a highly regulated process for amending the EU 
Treaties. Admittedly, other provisions permit changes to EU primary law.60 Yet, Art. 48 
TEU is the main route through which the EU Treaties can be modified. And while the 

 
57 But see European Council Decision 2011/199/EU of 25 March 2011, amending Article 136 TFEU 

with regard to a stability mechanism for Member States whose currency is the euro (using the simplified 
revision procedure to amend Art. 136 TFEU by adding a paragraph that recognises “the Member States 
whose currency is the euro may establish a stability mechanism [...]”). 

58 See J.-C. PIRIS, The Lisbon Treaty: A Legal and Political Analysis, Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2010, p. 104. 

59 But see European Parliament resolution P7_TA(2010)0148 of 6 May 2010 on the draft protocol 
amending Protocol No 36 on transitional provisions concerning the composition of the European Parlia-
ment for the rest of the 2009-2014 parliamentary term (giving its consent under Art. 48, para. 3, TEU to 
proceed with an IGC without a convention). 

60 See e.g. G. AMATO, Future Prospects for a European Constitution, in G. AMATO, H. BRIBOSIA, B. DE WITTE 
(eds), Genesis and Destiny of the European Constitution, Bruxelles: Bruylant, 2007, p. 1271 (discussing the 
potentials of the so-called passerelle clauses to revise the EU Treaties). 
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Lisbon Treaty has created a simplified revision procedure – which gives the European 
Council a direct treaty-making role – it is the ordinary revision procedure which overall 
remains paramount. At the same time, while the Lisbon Treaty has now constitutional-
ised the convention method – which entrusts the preparation of treaty reforms to a 
mixed body where representatives of national parliaments and EU institutions sit 
alongside representatives of national governments – ultimately Art. 48 TEU has re-
affirmed the original arrangement dating to the early European integration’s treaties 
and carried over as an almost natural state of affair: it is the EU Member States’ gov-
ernments, meeting in the IGC, that have the power to adopt changes to the treaties by 
common accord – and these amendments enter into force when they are ratified by all 
Member States in accordance with their domestic constitutional requirements.  

As is well known, though, the unanimity requirement for treaty change has become 
a major constraint in reforming the EU. If the need to obtain unanimous consent from 
all EU Member States as a condition to change the EU Treaties could have been under-
standable in a Union of 6 members, the requirement is nowadays a powerful challenge 
for a Union of 27 (after Brexit). In fact, while arguably during the last 28 years, the EU 
Treaties have been subject to a “semi-permanent treaty revision process”,61 – with four 
major overhauls occurring in short sequence: the Treaty of Maastricht of 1992, the 
Treaty of Amsterdam of 1996, the Treaty of Nice of 2001, and the Treaty of Lisbon of 
2007 – ratification crises spelled the process. Voters in France and the Netherland sunk 
the Treaty establishing the European Constitution in 2005,62 and in Ireland they voted 
down the Treaty of Nice in 2001, and the Treaty of Lisbon in 2007 – requiring the Euro-
pean Council to come up with solutions, with additional reassurances added to the trea-
ties that allowed in both cases a second, successful vote.63 As Dermot Hodson and 
Imelda Maher have explained, national parliaments, courts and the people through ref-
erenda have become ever more important actors in the process of national ratification 
of EU Treaties, hence increasing the veto points against EU reforms.64 In particular, a 
quantitative analysis shows that EU Member States’ “constitutional rules and norms un-
derpinning the negotiation and consent stages [of EU treaty amendments] have shifted 
to provide a more prominent role to parliaments, the people and the courts”.65 

 
61 B. DE WITTE, The Closest Thing to a Constitutional Conversation in Europe: The Semi-Permanent Treaty 

Revision Process, in P. BEAUMONT, C. LYONS, N. WALKER (eds), Convergence and Divergence in European Public 
Law, Oxford: Hart, 2002, p. 39 et seq.  

62 See N. BARBER, M. CAHILL, R. EKINS (eds), The Rise and Fall of the European Constitution, Oxford: Hart, 
2019. 

63 See G. DE BÚRCA, If at First You Don’t Succeed: Vote, Vote Again: Analyzing the Second Referendum Phe-
nomenon in EU Treaty Change, in Fordham International Law Journal, 2010, p. 1472 et seq. 

64 D. HODSON, I. MAHER, The Transformation of EU Treaty Making: The Rise of Parliaments, Referendums 
and Courts since 1950, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018. 

65 Ibid., p. 16.  
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For this reason, a number of proposals have been put forward to amend Art. 48 TEU. 
After all, the requirement to obtain unanimous approval by all Member States to reform a 
treaty is actually exceptional from a comparative viewpoint.66 Indeed, international organ-
izations which are much less integrated than the EU allow its constituting treaty to be 
changed with a super-majority vote: for example, the United Nations allows its Charter to 
be amended by a vote of two-thirds of the members of the General Assembly provided 
changes are ratified in accordance with their constitutional requirements by two-thirds of 
its members, including all the five permanent members of the Security Council.67 Consid-
ering that since the 1960s the EU has acquired features which are more typical of federal 
systems,68 rather than traditional international organizations, thought should be given to 
the possibility of amending the EU foundational laws through procedures that require su-
per-majority votes – as is typical of federal constitutional systems. 

In the run-up to the Treaty establishing a European Constitution it was thus suggested 
to replace unanimity with a super-majority vote of five sixth of Member States as the rule 
for the entry into force of the reform treaty.69 While the Convention did not itself consider 
this option,70 the European Commission in a preliminary draft Constitution of the Europe-
an Union promoted by then President Romano Prodi – and known as the Penelope pro-
ject – embraced it.71 In particular, anticipating the problems that the unanimity rule would 
produce in the ratification process, the Commission proposed that the treaty establishing 
the European Constitution should ultimately enter into force if “by a given date, five sixths 
of the Member States have ratified this agreement”72 and that the “Member States which 
have not ratified are deemed to have decided to leave the Union”.73 The Commission 
acknowledged that this represented “a break with Article 48 TEU”,74 the then applicable 
rule on EU treaty change – but, it stated that this was “consistent with international law”75 
because sufficient guarantees applied to the hold-outs. 

Yet, the Commission’s plan was criticised at the time from a strict legal point of view: 
as it was pointed out, the Commission’s proposal was illegal in light of EU law, because 

 
66 See also generally A. ROSAS, L. ARMATI, EU Constitutional Law. An Introduction, Oxford: Hart, 2012. 
67 Art. 108 of the UN Charter. 
68 See E. STEIN, Lawyers, Judges and the Making of a Transnational Constitution, in American Journal of In-

ternational Law, 1981, p. 1 et seq. 
69 See European University Institute Robert Schumann Centre for European Studies, Reforming the 

Treaties’ Amendment Procedures, report submitted to the European Commission, 31 July 2000, www.eui.eu. 
70 But see V. GISCARD D’ESTAING, Interview, in Financial Times, 11 November 2002, p. 4 (suggesting need 

to have the new treaty enter into force even without the consent of all the then 25 Member States).  
71 See Commission, Feasibility Study: Contribution to a Preliminary Draft Constitution of the European 

Union, 4 December 2002, www.europarl.europa.eu. 
72 Ibid., p. XII. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Ibid. 
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“under the current rules of Art. 48 TEU, all the Member States must give their agreement 
to the changes” of the rules of ratification.76 Ultimately, the Commission’s proposal never 
made it into the final treaty text drafted by the Convention. Rather – precisely in light of 
the failure of the treaty establishing a European Constitution – Art. 48, para. 5, TEU now 
foresees that “[i]f, two years after the signature of a treaty amending the Treaties, four 
fifths of the Member States have ratified it and one or more Member States have encoun-
tered difficulties in proceeding with ratification, the matter shall be referred to the Euro-
pean Council”: but this effectively leaves the resolution of a future ratification crisis to the 
good will of the heads of state and government in the European Council. 

IV. Opportunities for reform: the practice of inter-se treaties outside 
the EU legal order 

As a consequence of the difficulties of changing the EU Treaties, Member States have in 
very recent years explored with ever greater frequency other options to reform the EU. In 
particular – to overcome the disagreement characterising an ever more heterogeneous 
EU, and avoid the deadlock resulting from the unanimity rule – coalitions of Member 
States have increasingly concluded inter-se agreements outside the EU legal order, but 
closely connected to the functioning of the EU. Indeed, as Bruno De Witte pointed out, EU 
Member States remain subjects of international law and as such they are free to conclude 
international agreement between themselves – either all of them or just a group there-
of.77 This freedom is subject to several constraints. To begin with, inter-se agreements 
concluded between the Member States may not contain norms conflicting with EU law 
proper and cannot derogate from either primary or secondary law.78 In fact, the CJEU has 
not hesitated to strike down bilateral agreements concluded between Member States as 
inconsistent with EU law.79 Moreover, there are limits to how Member States can enlist 
the work of the EU institutions in agreements concluded outside the EU legal order.80 In 
particular, as the CJEU ruled in Pringle, states are entitled, in areas which do not fall under 
the EU exclusive competence, to entrust tasks to the EU institutions, outside the frame-

 
76 See B. DE WITTE, Entry into Force and Ratification, in B. DE WITTE (ed.), Ten Reflections on the Constitu-
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77 B. DE WITTE, The European Union as an International Legal Experiment, in G. DE BÚRCA, J.H.H. WEILER (eds), 
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78 See B. DE WITTE, The Law as Tool and Constraint of Differentiated Integration, EUI RSCAS Working Pa-

per no. 47/2019, cadmus.eui.eu, p. 11. 
79 See e.g. Court of Justice, judgment of 6 March 2018, case C-284/16, Achmea [GC] (striking down a 
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work of the EU, only provided that those tasks do not alter the essential character of the 
powers conferred on those institutions by the EU Treaties.81 

Yet, besides these limitations, EU Member States have leeway to resort to interna-
tional agreements concluded outside the EU legal order; and in concluding such agree-
ments they can craft new rules governing ratification and entry into force. This is pre-
cisely what has happened in the context of the responses to the euro-crisis, with the 
adoption of the Fiscal Compact, the Treaty establishing the European Stability Mecha-
nism (ESM) as well as the inter-governmental Agreement on the transfer and mutualisa-
tion of contributions to the Single Resolution Fund (SRF).82 In 2012, 25 out of then 27 EU 
Member States signed up to the Fiscal Compact, which strengthened the rules of the EU 
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), notably by requiring contracting parties to consti-
tutionalise a balanced budget requirement.83 In 2012, the then 17 Eurozone Member 
States also concluded the ESM, which endowed the EMU with a stabilization fund to 
support states facing fiscal crises.84 And in 2014, 26 Member States also concluded an 
intergovernmental agreement which – in the framework of the nascent Banking Union, 
with its Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) and Single Resolution Mechanism (SRM) – 
established a SRF to support credit institutions facing a banking crisis and set rules on 
the transfer and mutualisation of the national contributions to the SRF.85 

The Fiscal Compact, the ESM Treaty and the intergovernmental Agreement on the 
SRF had special rules on their entry into force. In particular, Art. 14, para. 2, of the Fiscal 
Compact foresaw that: “This Treaty shall enter into force on 1 January 2013, provided 
that twelve Contracting Parties whose currency is the euro have deposited their instru-
ment of ratification”. Art. 48 of the ESM Treaty provided that: “This Treaty shall enter in-
to force on the date when instruments of ratification, approval or acceptance have been 
deposited by signatories whose initial subscriptions represent no less than 90 percent 
of the total subscriptions”. And Art. 11, para. 2, of the SRF Agreement stated that “This 
Agreement shall enter into force [...] when instruments of ratification, approval or ac-
ceptance have been deposited by signatories participating in the [SSM] and in the [SRM] 
that represent no less than 90 percent of the aggregate of the weighted votes of all 
Member States participating in the [SSM] and in the [SRM]” as determined according to 
Art. 3 of Protocol no. 36 on transitional provisions attached to the TEU, which assigned 
(until 2014) to each member state a number of weighted votes proportional to popula-
tion for calculating majorities in the Council. 

 
81 See Court of Justice, judgment of 27 November 2012, case C-370/12, Pringle, para. 158. 
82 See generally F. FABBRINI, Economic Governance in Europe, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016. 
83 Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance in the Economic and Monetary Union, 2 March 

2012, www.consilium.europa.eu. 
84 See Treaty Establishing the European Stability Mechanism, 2 February 2012, www.esm.europa.eu. 
85 See Agreement on the transfer and mutualisation of contributions to the Single Resolution Fund, 
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For the first time in the history of the EU, therefore, the Fiscal Compact, the ESM 
Treaty and the SRF Agreement bypassed the unanimity requirement for treaty change. 
In fact – while Art. 14, para. 3, of the Fiscal Compact clearly indicated that the treaty 
shall apply as from the date of its entry into force only to those states “which have rati-
fied it” – by requiring ratification by just 12 Eurozone countries, it set approval by a mi-
nority of EU Member States as a condition for its entry into force.86 Moreover, the over-
coming of the unanimity requirement was even more striking in the case of the ESM: 
because Eurozone Member States contribute to the paid-in capital stock of the ESM pro 
quota – with each contracting party contributing on the basis of a proportional capital 
key distribution set in Annex II of the ESM Treaty – by subjecting entry into force of the 
treaty to the ratification, approval or acceptance of states representing 90 percent of 
the ESM capital, Art. 48 of the ESM Treaty essentially conditioned the operation of the 
ESM to the positive vote of just the largest Eurozone countries. Similarly, the SRF 
Agreement – while clarifying in Art. 12 that the treaty shall apply only “amongst the Con-
tracting Parties that have deposited their instruments of ratification, approval or ac-
ceptance” – set a super-majority requirement for approval, connecting the importance 
of each member state’s ratification to its weighted vote in the Council. 

The new ratification rules introduced in the Fiscal Compact, the ESM Treaty and the 
SRF Agreement were all designed to prevent a hold-out Member State from blocking a 
treaty from applying among the others. In fact, the explicit opposition by the UK to treaty 
change was the main reason why EU Member States decided to conclude the Fiscal Com-
pact outside the EU legal order87 – while admittedly reasons of German domestic politics 
played a larger role in pushing states to using an intergovernmental agreement, rather 
than an act of secondary EU law, for the SRF.88 Be that as it may, the new rules on the entry 
into force of these EMU-related treaties profoundly changed the ratification game, because 
they shifted the costs of non-ratification to the hold-outs Member States.89 In fact, the pro-
cess of ratification of the Fiscal Compact in Ireland – the only Member State where a refer-
endum was required – proved as much, as voters reluctantly endorsed the treaty, simply 
not to be left out from this initiative.90 As a result, none of these EMU-related treaties faced 
issues in the national ratification procedures and they all entered into force as scheduled 
with all the Member States, including the reluctant ones, ultimately jumping aboard.  
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In sum, by going outside the legal order of the EU – provided they did not do any-
thing in breach of EU law proper – Member States have been able to reform the EU, and 
specifically EMU. In fact, by resorting to inter-se agreements Member States have over-
come the strictures of Art. 48 TEU, finding a solution to EU reform which is more conso-
nant to a Union with more than two dozen members. In particular, by introducing ad 
hoc rules on the entry into force of the Fiscal Compact, the ESM Treaty and the SRF 
Agreement, Member States have overcome the veto that inheres to the EU treaty 
amendment rule, and thus ultimately guaranteed the speedy entry into force of these 
new inter-se agreements. Needless to say, the specific ratification rules set by these 
treaties are questionable. In particular, the veto power given only to the largest and 
wealthiest Member States in the ESM Treaty has raised eyebrows.91 Moreover, it was a 
matter of concern that recital 5 in the preamble of the ESM Treaty conditioned the 
granting of ESM financial assistance to the ratification of the Fiscal Compact – effectively 
putting countries in financial difficulties under duress to sign up to the Fiscal Compact 
as a quid pro quo to get ESM support. However, there is no doubt that the overcoming 
of the unanimity rule of ratification in these agreements is an important precedent, 
which opens new options also for the Conference on the Future of Europe. 

V. Reforming the EU through a Political Compact? 

As explained in section II the ambition of the Conference on the Future of Europe is to re-
new the EU at a critical time in its history. However, as underlined in section III, if the Con-
ference were to propose a change to the Treaties this would run into the challenge of Art. 
48 TEU – which is a formidable obstacle to success given the unanimity requirement em-
bedded in it. As pointed out in section IV, this is why after all EU Member States have in-
creasingly resorted to inter-se agreements outside the EU legal order, where they have 
codified special rules on approval and entry into force of these new treaties overcoming 
the unanimity rule. The analysis of the legal rules and political options for treaty reform in 
the EU, however, provides an important lesson that should be taken into account by poli-
cy-makers engaging in the nascent Conference on the Future of Europe.92 

First among these is the awareness that the rules on the entry into force of any re-
form treaty resulting from the Conference on the Future of Europe will have a major 
impact on the success of the initiative. Because of the veto-points embedded in Art. 48 
TEU, any major reform plan that may emerge from the Conference on the Future of Eu-
rope risks foundering on the rocks of the unanimity requirement. After all, this is pre-
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cisely a reason why EU Member States have opted not to use the standard EU amend-
ment procedure to respond to the euro-crisis – but have rather acted outside the EU 
legal framework, adopting new intergovernmental treaties in the field of EMU which did 
not require approval by all the Member States to enter into force. Precisely the prece-
dents set by the Fiscal Compact, the ESM Treaty and the Agreement on the SRF, howev-
er, offer a roadmap that institutional players in the Conference on the Future of Europe 
can use. To avoid the fate of prior treaties amendment that failed because of the need 
for unanimous state ratification, the Conference on the Future of Europe should resolve 
to channel the outcome of its process into a new treaty with new rules on the entry into 
force of the treaty itself, which do away with the unanimity requirement and thus 
change the dynamics of the ratification game in the 27 Member States.  

Specifically, to overcome a complacency that the EU can ill afford at this stage, the 
Conference on the Future of Europe could propose the drafting of a new treaty – call it 
Political Compact.93 Like the EMU-related treaties analysed above, the Political Compact 
would be an international agreement struck outside the EU legal order, which does not 
replace it but rather is functionally and institutionally connected to it. Moreover, the Po-
litical Compact would be subject to new rules on its entry into force, which do away with 
the unanimity requirement. In particular, the Political Compact could foresee its entry 
into force when ratified by a super-majority of e.g. 19 EU Member States, which corre-
sponds circa to three fourths of the now 27 EU Member States. Just like the Fiscal Com-
pact – and unlike the ESM Treaty and the SRF Agreement – the ratification of each 
Member State would count the same, consistent with the principle of the international 
equality of states. Yet, unlike the Fiscal Compact, both the ratification of Eurozone and 
non-Eurozone Member States would equally weight towards its entry into force. 

The proposal put forward here resembles the one advanced at the time of the Con-
vention by the European Commission in its Penelope project mentioned above – but, it 
differs from it in one essential way. The Penelope project proposal sought to amend the 
EU Treaties with a procedure that by its own admission broke the rules of the TEU itself. 
On the contrary, the proposal advanced here would be consistent with the TEU, as it 
would not surreptitiously amend Art. 48 TEU, but rather set a new ratification rule for a 
new, inter-se treaty. In fact, by being drafted as a separate interstate agreement – and 
provided this would not introduce any measure explicitly inconsistent with EU law – the 
Political Compact could meet the criteria of legality set by the CJEU notably in Pringle when 
reviewing inter-se agreements concluded between groups of Member States. Moreover, 
while the overcoming of the unanimity rule in the ratification process was unheard of, and 
revolutionary, in 2002, today the practice has now become real, and indeed quite ordinary 
– with the Fiscal Compact, the ESM Treaty and the SRF Agreement.  
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Needless to say, in order to be legally water-proof the Political Compact would need to 
meet two criteria. First, from an international law perspective, the Political Compact should 
not apply to the non-ratifying states, guaranteeing them the free choice whether to join or 
not the treaty. From this point of view, therefore, the proposal advanced here differs from 
prior academic proposals to overcome unanimity in EU treaty revisions, which envisioned 
forcing the non-ratifying states into abiding by the new treaty against their will.94 Second, 
from an EU law perspective, the Political Compact must comply with the conditions set by 
the CJEU in Pringle, which regulated the use of inter-se treaties outside the EU legal order – 
hence its content cannot violate EU laws. Yet, as the example of the EMU-related treaties 
adopted in response to the euro-crisis shows, there are a number of important new sub-
stantive and institutional reforms that Member States can legally implement outside the 
EU Treaties to expand EU powers or enhance EU decision-making procedures.95 It is not 
difficult therefore to see how the Political Compact could improve the effectiveness and 
legitimacy of the EU without infringing the existing EU Treaties.  

At the same time, the option to conclude a separate Political Compact treaty as the 
outcome of the Conference would mitigate many of the criticisms that have been raised 
during the negotiations of the EMU intergovernmental agreements. In fact, the pro-
cesses of drafting the Fiscal Compact, the ESM Treaty and the Agreement on the SRF 
were purely diplomatic and secretive negotiations, which left out the EP, save for the 
pro-forma involvement of the Chairman of the Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 
Committee.96 On the contrary, the Conference on the Future of Europe would be a 
much more open, transparent and participatory process – and with full input from, and 
involvement by, the EP, which in fact would likely play a leading role in the steering of 
the Conference. Therefore, one could expect the Conference to steer away from the 
perils of intergovernmental decision-making, and that its output would rather resemble 
the features of the Treaty establishing the European Constitution produced by the Eu-
ropean Convention. For these reasons, it seems likely that the Political Compact would 
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have greater legitimacy than the EMU-related treaties adopted during the euro-crisis:97 
as such, if subject to CJEU review, it could be looked at even more approvingly than the 
ESM Treaty, if this represents the way to allow the project of EU integration to move 
forward, on a more solid basis, between those who want it.98 

In fact, from a constitutional point of view, there is a major precedent for what is 
suggested here – namely the adoption of the oldest and most revered basic law in the 
world: the Constitution of the United States of America (US). While after the War of In-
dependence in 1782 the 13 North American colonies had come together and estab-
lished a union under the Articles of Confederation, this first constitution proved unable 
to serve well the interests of the nascent US.99 As a result, in 1787 a convention of 
states’ delegates was called in Philadelphia to propose amendments to the Articles.100 
However, this Convention reinterpreted its mandate and drafted a brand new docu-
ment: the Constitution of the US.101 Crucially, though, the framers set into the Constitu-
tion itself the rule that ratification by 9 (out of 13) states would suffice for its entry into 
force.102 As explained by Michael Klarman, this was technically a breach of the Article of 
Confederation,103 which required unanimous consent by the 13 states to amend the Ar-
ticles themselves.104 However, by replacing the Articles’ unanimity requirement with a 
super-majority one for the entry into force of the Constitution – and by requiring the 
new Constitution to be approved by special states’ ratifying conventions, set-up exclu-
sively for this task – the framers were able to circumvent the opposition of some states, 
which otherwise would have doomed the whole constitutional endeavour.105 

Needless to say, if the Conference on the Future of Europe were to foresee a new 
ratification rule for the entry into force of a treaty resulting from its works, this could 
sanction the path toward a decoupling of the EU.106 Indeed, Member States which 
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would not ratify the Political Compact would be left out from this new treaty, with all the 
consequences that follow. Nevertheless, one should not underestimate the pressuring 
effect that this would have on states which are prima facie reluctant to ratify a treaty – a 
dynamic which as mentioned was visible e.g. in Ireland where the Fiscal Compact was 
approved in a referendum in 2012. Moreover, one must acknowledge that the process 
of EU differentiation has been going on for a while – particularly in the context of the 
Eurozone, which has increasingly acquired features of its own.107 And the recent crises 
that the EU has weathered have further divided, rather than united the EU27.108 For this 
reasons, a Political Compact could be seen as a positive step to relaunch European in-
tegration among the Member States that are willing to build a strong and sovereign po-
litical union, circumventing the opposition that could come e.g. from countries which 
are increasingly at odds with the EU founding principles and values.109 

VI. Conclusion 

The Conference on the Future of Europe represents an innovative model to reform the EU 
– although to this day many details of the Conference’s mission and structure remain to 
be sorted out. However, as this contribution has pointed out, while the EU institutions and 
the Member States still tease out the constitutional mandate and institutional organiza-
tion of the Conference, it is important they bear in mind the constraints of treaty reform. 
Art. 48 TEU foresees a cumbersome process of treaty amendment, which is why Member 
States have increasingly resorted to inter-se agreements outside the EU legal order – no-
tably in the context of the responses to the euro-crisis. If it wants to succeed, the Confer-
ence on the Future of Europe could thus draw lessons from these precedents. Much like 
in Messina in 1955, or in Laeken in 2001, the EU needs new initiatives to relaunch the pro-
ject of integration – and the Conference on the Future of Europe is an original, out-of-the-
box idea to renew the EU. Much like in Philadelphia in 1787, however, the Conference on 
the Future of Europe must also come up with courageous inventions to make sure that 
reform efforts are not sacrificed on the altar of the unanimity requirement for treaty 
change. In the end, therefore, the Conference on the Future of Europe will succeed in 

 
107 See C. CALLIESS, The Governance Framework of the Eurozone and the Need for a Treaty Reform, in F. 

FABBRINI, E. HIRSCH BALLIN, H. SOMSEN (eds), What Form of Government for the European Union and the Euro-
zone?, Oxford: Hart, 2015, p. 37 et seq. 

108 See F. FABBRINI, Brexit and the Future of the European Union: The Case for Constitutional Reforms, Ox-
ford: Oxford University Press, 2020.  

109 See in particular European Commission reasoned proposal in accordance with Article 7(1) of the 
Treaty on European Union for a Council Decision on the determination of a clear risk of a serious breach 
by the Republic of Poland of the rule of law, COM(2017) 835 final of 20 December 2017, and European 
Parliament resolution P8_TA(2018)0340 of 12 September 2018 on a proposal calling on the Council to de-
termine, pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Treaty on European Union, the existence of a clear risk of a seri-
ous breach by Hungary of the values on which the Union is founded. 
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proposing “all the changes our [European] political project needs”110 only if it combines 
forward-looking political ambition with cleaver legal expertise – and this suggests consid-
ering the drafting of a Political Compact, i.e. a separate treaty subject to ratification rules 
which do not require the unanimous approval of all Member States.  

 
110 E. MACRON, Lettre pour une renaissance européenne, cit. 
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